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Nora O'Malley (Alphabet City Wine Co.) and Phoebe Connell (ABC Beer Co.) exclusively pour vino via draft at this wine bar, outfitted with 16 taps and a small-plates menu featuring house-made pork rillettes, duck-confit corn cakes and sourdough slathered in Szechuan-peppercorn butter.By entering your email address you agree to our Terms of Use
and Privacy Policy and consent to receive emails from Time Out about news, events, offers and partner promotions. Awesome, you're subscribed!Thanks for subscribing! Look out for your first newsletter in your inbox soon! DH Lawrence is best known for his banned novel 'Lady Chatterley's Lover' and its subversive brand of under-the-counter 1920s
filth. But the only sexy thing about his little known 1911-13 dramas of Nottinghamshire industrial misery is director Marianne Elliott's darkly gorgeous staging: its cast of impoverished, desperate miners and their mistreated wives certainly aren't getting any.Ben Power's strong-armed adaptation has pounded three of Lawrence's plays into a single
drama, uniting their characters for key moments of crisis: a wild drunken night; a strike; a mining disaster. Bunny Christie's wonderfully lucid set design makes the text's heritage a physical reality in a set that's laid out like a life-size Cluedo board: three rooms in outline, labelled with their family's surname and full of hints that point to the state of
their marriage, as well as their kitchen.The lacy tablecloth and ornate wooden furniture of newlywed Minnie Gascoigne's house are a clue to her frustrated dreams of tea at six, as she pours her whole life into a husband who's sunk in drinking. Next door, Walter Lambert is maddened by his children's escape into books and love affairs as his wife
masterminds their careers. And Anne-Marie Duff plays Lizzie Holroyd, the wife of violent alcoholic, with fevered intensity, snatching hungry glances at the kind-hearted electrician who brings him home from his nights on the tiles.This play might as well be named 'Mothers and Daughters' as 'Husbands and Sons': a succession of matriarchs rule the
roost as their menfolk pass out, covered in coal-dust, on kitchen tables. Lawrence's dramas are Oedipal, weird, riven with tensions as the Nottinghamshire countryside is riddled with mines. Elliott's brilliantly original approach brings out their black, glimmering intensity, showing us a coal-pit whose century-old horrors can still raise a shudder.
Sample some of Gippsland's finest wines at this rustic tin-shed cellar door, 11km northwest of Bairnsdale. Everything is grown and produced on-site, and in addition to its characterful pinot noirs and buttery chardonnays, it's known for its sparkling wine produced by the traditional method. Grab a glass, a tasting board ($30) and a spot on the terrace,
overlooking sublime pastoral views.The range is featured on the wine lists of Victoria's best restaurants, including the winery's classy neighbour Long Paddock, five minutes up the road. Imagine living in a society of sameness where you find no color, no family connections, and no memory—a society where life is governed by rigid rules that resist
change and resent questioning. Welcome to the world of Lois Lowry's 1994 Newbery award-winning book The Giver, a powerful and controversial book about a utopian community and young boy’s dawning realizations about oppression, choices and human connections. Twelve-year-old Jonas is looking forward to the Ceremony of Twelves and getting
his new assignment. He will miss his friends and their games, but at 12 he is required to set aside his child-like activities. With excitement and fear, Jonas and the rest of the new Twelves are bid a formal “thank you for your childhood” by the head elder as they move into the next phase of community work. In The Giver’s utopian community, rules
govern every aspect of life from speaking in precise language to sharing dreams and feelings at daily family councils. In this perfect world, climate is controlled, births are regulated and everyone is given an assignment based on ability. Couples are matched and applications for children are reviewed and assessed. The elderly are honored
and apologize, and the acceptance of apologies, are mandatory. In addition, anyone who refuses to follow rules or who exhibits weaknesses is “released” (a gentle euphemism for killed). If twins are born, the one weighing the least is scheduled for release while the other is taken to a nurturing facility. Daily pills to suppress desires and “stirrings” are
taken by citizens beginning at age twelve. There is no choice, no disruption, and no human connections. This is the world Jonas knows until he is assigned to train under the Receiver and become his successor. The Receiver holds all the memories of the community and it’s his job to pass on this heavy burden to Jonas. As the old Receiver begins to give
Jonas the memories of ages past, Jonas starts to see colors and experience new feelings. He learns there are words to label the emotions that are erupting inside him: pain, joy, sorrow, and love. The passing of memories from aged man to boy deepens their relationship and Jonas experiences a powerful need to share his newfound awareness. Jonas
wants others to experience the world as he sees it, but the Receiver explains that letting loose these memories all at once into the community would be unbearable and painful. Jonas is weighed down by this new knowledge and awareness and finds solace in discussing his feelings of frustration and amazement with his mentor. Behind a closed door
with the speaker device turned to OFF, Jonas and the Receiver discuss the forbidden topics of choice, fairness, and individuality. Early in their relationship, Jonas begins to see the old Receiver as a Giver because of the memories and knowledge he is giving to him. Jonas quickly finds his world shifting. He sees his community with new eyes and when
he understands the real meaning of “release” and learns a sad truth about the Giver, he begins to make plans for change. However, when Jonas finds out that a young child he’s grown fond of is being prepared for release, both he and the Giver quickly alter their plans and prepare for a daring escape full of risk, danger, and death for all involved. Lois
Lowry wrote her first book, A Summer to Die, in 1977 at the age of 40. Since then she’s written more than 30 books for children and teens, often tackling serious topics such as debilitating illnesses, the Holocaust, and repressive governments. The winner of two Newbery Medals and other accolades, Lowry continues to write the types of stories she
feels represents her views about humanity. Lowry explains, “My books have varied in content and style. Yet it seems that all of them deal, essentially, with the same general theme: the importance of human connections." Born in Hawaii, Lowry, the second of three children, moved all over the world with her Army dentist father. Over the years, Lois
Lowry has accumulated multiple awards for her books, but the most prestigious are her two Newbery Medals for Number the Stars (1990) and The Giver (1994). In 2007, the American Library Association honored Lowry with the Margaret A. Edwards Award for Lifetime Contribution to Young Adult Literature. Despite the many accolades The Giver
has garnered, it has met with enough opposition to put it on the American Library Association’s most frequently challenged and banned books list for the years 1990-1999 and 2000-2009. Controversy over the book focuses on two topics: suicide and euthanasia. When a minor character determines she can no longer endure her life, she asks to be
“released” or killed. According to an article in USA Today, opponents of the book argue that Lowry fails to “explain that suicide is not a solution to life’s problems.” In addition to the concern about suicide, opponents of the book criticize Lowry’s handling of euthanasia. Supporters of the book counter these criticisms by arguing that children are being
exposed to social issues that will make them think more analytically about governments, personal choice, and relationships. When asked for her opinion on book banning Lowry responded: "I think banning books is a very, very dangerous thing. It takes away an important freedom. Any time there is an attempt to ban a book, you should fight it as hard
as you can. It's okay for a parent to say, 'I don't want my child to read this book.' But it is not okay for anyone to try to make that decision for other people. The world portrayed in The Giver is a world where choice has been taken away. It is a frightening world. Let's work hard to keep it from truly happening." While The Giver can be read as a
standalone book, Lowry has written companion books to further explore the meaning of community. Gathering Blue (published in 2000) introduces readers to Kira, a crippled orphan girl with a gift for needlework. Messenger, published in 2004, is the story of Mattie who is first introduced in Gathering Blue as Kira’s friend. In fall 2012 Lowry's Son
was published. Son represents the grand finale in Lois Lowry's Giver books. Lois Friedland is a full-time freelance writer and editor who specializes in travel, skiing, and golf. Lois is a co-author of "Frommer's 500 Adrenaline Adventures," published in 2010.She and her husband co-wrote the Colorado & Denver Day Trips Travel Guide app for the
iPhone, iPad, and other smartphones. Experience Lois Friedland is a former writer for TripSavvy, filing adventure travel articles from around the world during an eight-year span. During her decades-long career as a freelancer, she has focused on travel, skiing, and golf, publishing numerous articles in magazines, in newspapers, and online.Lois's
publication credits regularly appear in Denver Life Magazine, The Dallas Morning News, and Global Traveler magazine, and at frommers.com.She was Western editor of SKI Magazine and co-owner/editor of the Snow Industry Letter, a subscription-only newsletter for the snowsports industry. She has also written editorial-style advertising copy for
clients including Travel + Leisure, The New York Times, and Texas Monthly. Education Lois earned her bachelor's degree in English at the University of Michigan.Awards and Publications About TripSavvy and Dotdash Meredith TripSavvy, a Dotdash Meredith brand, is a travel site written by real experts, not anonymous reviewers. You’ll find that our
20-year-strong library of more than 30,000 articles will make you a savvy traveler—showing you how to book a hotel the whole family will love, where to find the best bagel in New York City, and how to skip the lines at theme parks. We give you the confidence to spend your vacation actually vacationing, not fumbling with a guidebook or secondguessing yourself. Learn more about us and our editorial guidelines.
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